LAP DETAIL AT BRIDGE RAILING TRANSITION
NOTES:
1. All holes drilled or punched to 3/4" dia.
3. Hole pattern for posts numbers 8 through 10 may be drilled in back flange. See Standard drawing E 601-TTGB-04 or E 601-TTGB-05.
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NOTES:
1. All holes drilled or punched to 3/4" dia.
3. Hole pattern for posts numbers 1 through 7 may be drilled in back flange. See Standard drawing E 601-TTGB-03.

**TS 7 x 4 x 3/16" BLOCK DETAILS**

**POST 8**
NOTES:
1. All holes drilled or punched to 3/4" dia.
3. Hole pattern for posts numbers 1 through 7 may be drilled in back flange. See Standard drawing E 601-TTGB-03.
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W 6 x 9 POST DETAILS
TS 7 x 4 x 3/16" BLOCK DETAILS
POSTS 9 and 10